repurpose Tuart College while retaining the site;
change program delivery at Canning College to international students;
close Landsdale Farm School with the intention of finding an alternate provider;
Introduce a dividend to the Agricultural Education Provisions Trust;
increase boarding fees at agricultural colleges;
reduce funding for Specially Organised Classes (Gifted and Talented) by 50% in 2019 and cease funding in 2020;
reduce funding for Curtin Theatre by 20% (John Curtin College of the Arts);
change eligibility for Local Access funding;
cease funding the Agricultural Awareness Program offered to primary schools at Kiara College and Kelmscott Senior High School;
change the intake of Level 3 Classroom Teachers;
cease additional funding for the Perth Modern School Gifted and Talented Education program;
cease additional funding to Yule Brook College;
reduce the number of Teacher Development Schools;
reduce funding to professional associations, School Sport WA and The Literature Centre by 20%;
- cease funding to the City of Canning, Perth Festival, The Law Society, Department of Local Government, Sport and Cultural Industries, and Herdsman Wildlife Centre;
- reduce the administration grant for the Graham (Polly) Farmer Foundation;
- cease the Best and Brightest Awards and cash prizes for General Exhibition winners; and
- raise the enrolment threshold from 10 to 16 children in community kindergartens.
INCREASE IN BOARDING FEES FOR AGRICULTURAL COLLEGES

- The decision has been made to gradually increase the fees charged for residential services at the five agricultural colleges to achieve parity with the remaining seven residential colleges from 2019.
- This is an acknowledgement that the costs to provide the service are very similar when comparable enrolments are achieved at both types of colleges.

CHANGE TO LOCAL ACCESS FUNDING

- Local Access funding is allocated to district high schools, remote community schools and primary schools with secondary tops that retain Year 11 and 12 students who cannot travel to a nearby senior high school on a daily basis.
- The funding enables them to deliver face-to-face Year 11 and 12 courses to those students.
- Over time funding has been provided where PTA transport to a senior high school is available or where students are enrolled at SIDE rather than receiving face to face deliver at their school.
- This creates duplication of funding, where these students attract the Student Centred Funding Model, Local Access and free access to SIDE teachers.
- From 2019, the Local Access Targeted initiative will no longer be allocated to students who are within daily bus travel of a senior high school or are enrolled at SIDE (applied on a pro rata basis).
- A student studying full-time through SIDE will not attract any Local Access funding. Part-time study through SIDE will attract pro rata funding.
- This change affects schools in Central Wheatbelt, Kalgoorlie, Kimberley, Moore, North West Central, Pilbara and Roe.
To:

- Repurpose Tuart College while retaining the site;
- Change program delivery at Canning College;
- Close Landsdale Farm School with the intention of finding an alternate provider;
- Introduce a dividend to the Agricultural Education Provisions Trust;
- Reduce funding for Specially Organised Classes (Gifted and Talented);
- Change Local Access funding;
- Cease funding for the Agricultural Awareness Program offered to primary schools at Kiara College and Kelmscott Senior High School;
- Change the intake of Level 3 classroom teachers;
- Cease additional funding for the Perth Modern GATE;
- Cease additional funding to Yule Brook SHS;
- Reduce the number of Teacher Development Schools.
Thanks Amy. Can ee fact check as some info does not align with latest decisions. Eg Level 3 teacher program is frozen for three years.
The State is facing tough financial times and as a result of the financial mess left by the previous Liberal National Government, the McGowan Labor Government has had to look at every single program applied across every agency in Western Australia.

We know this is a difficult time.

Repairing the budget is a shared responsibility. All parts of the community are contributing to this endeavour – government, business, industry, individuals and families.

All Departments are affected every time the Liberal-National Government opposes any measure to repair the budget.

All Government Departments have been asked to find savings within budget allocations and to use the Voluntary Targeted Separation Scheme (VTSS) to reduce the number of public sector workers.

The Department of Education has already started this process - 188 positions are to be abolished from central and regional offices, and there will some changes to services.

Every effort has been made to limit the impact at and on schools and student learning.

The Department of Education has carefully assessed all activities and expenditure, and has also focussed on providing services more efficiently to meet whole-of-government objectives.

This means a line-by-line, program-by-program analysis of what can be done differently or discontinued.

In some cases other Government or commercial providers can provide the services more efficiently. Grants paid by the Department of Education to outside organisations will stop or be reduced so that every dollar of the Education budget goes towards students in schools.

The Department has also identified opportunities to reform areas of education, embrace technological advances and refocus some schools to better meet the needs of students.

These changes come into effect from 2019, and consultation with students, parents, staff, community, school councils, school boards will occur throughout 2018.

All permanent staff will be supported to gain alternative placements within the Department in the first instance. All fixed-term contracts will be honoured. However, all permanent staff will be offered a redundancy as part of the VTSS currently underway across Government.
Outside Ambit of Application

BALCATA

From 2019:

TUART COLLEGE

- Tuart College will be repurposed from its current structure from 2019.
- Consultation with students, parents, staff, community and the school board will occur throughout 2018.
- Tuart College caters for students of post-compulsory age. Enrolments have been decreasing in recent years. In addition, the wide range of pathways for students into universities has reduced the need for the number of “second chance” schools.
- Local students enrolled in courses that are due to conclude in 2018 may continue. Local students commencing courses in 2018 that are longer than one year will be redirected to alternative options. Some of these students may elect to enrol in a one-year course at Tuart College.
- Currently there are 36.75 permanent FTE and 6.1 FTE on fixed-term contracts.
- All permanent staff will be supported to secure positions within the Department. All fixed term contracts will be honoured.
- The College also accommodates the WA Secondary School Executives Association administration, the Graham “Polly” Farmer Foundation head office and the Grief Centre of WA. The Department will work with these organisations.
- The Department of Education will work with the Swimming Club to ensure existing arrangements are maintained and sustained for the benefit of the local community.
- The local community and Swimming Club can be assured existing arrangements and access to the Tuart College swimming pool will remain.
- It is a legislative requirement for the Minister to lodge a Notice of Closure for Tuart College even though the Department of Education will retain the site.

BALCATA SHS

- 25% reduction to Gifted and Talented Program funding.
- 50% funding reduction for Specially Organised Classes (Gifted and Talented) (SPORG). Balcatta SHS currently receives additional funding to provide out-of-hours classes using experts from the relevant field of artistic endeavour for selected students. Funding is allocated on the basis of numbers of identified students in the host school/program. Balcatta SHS is among 5 other schools whose funding will be reduced.
- Balcatta SHS will receive equity adjustment funding in 2018. It’s estimated funding increase will be $232,964, based on projected enrolments of 577.
From 2019:

**CHANGE TO PROGRAM DELIVERY CANNING COLLEGE**

- Canning College will become a school dedicated to delivering programs to overseas fee-paying students only.
- Local compulsory and post-compulsory-aged students will no longer enrol at the college.
- Consultation with students, parents, staff, the College’s Board and community will occur throughout 2018.
- It is unclear which positions will be affected by the change.
- Permanent staff may be affected by the reduction in program delivery. All permanent staff will be redeployed, all fixed-term contracts will be honoured.
- Local students enrolled in courses that are due to conclude in 2018 may continue. Local students commencing courses in 2018 that are longer than one year will be redirected to alternative options.
- The Clontarf Foundation lease will continue.
CHANGE TO LOCAL ACCESS TARGETED INITIATIVE FUNDING

- From 2019, the Local Access Targeted Initiative will no longer be allocated to students who are within daily bus travel of a senior high school or are enrolled at SIDE (applied on a pro rata basis).
- A student studying full-time through SIDE will not attract any Local Access funding. Part-time study through SIDE will attract pro rata funding.
- Fitzroy Valley District High School, La Grange Remote Community School and Wyndham District High School will have a reduction in funding from 2019.
CHANGE TO LOCAL ACCESS TARGETED INITIATIVE FUNDING

- From 2019, the Local Access Targeted Initiative will no longer be allocated to students who are within daily bus travel of a senior high school or are enrolled at SIDE (applied on a pro rata basis).
- A student studying full-time through SIDE will not attract any Local Access funding. Part-time study through SIDE will attract pro rata funding.
• Marble Bar Primary School and Roebourne District High School will have a reduction in funding from 2019.
GIRRAWHEEN
From 2019:

LANDSDALE FARM SCHOOL

- The decision has been made to close Landsdale Farm School from 2019, with the intention of finding an alternate provider for this community resource.
- The Department of Education is proposing to gift the facility to the City of Wanneroo, in the first instance. This means it can remain as a community resource, and access for the secondary education support students for whom this facility was originally established will be part of the arrangement.
- Department of Education figures show that the majority of visitors to Landsdale Farm School are from the general public. In 2016, there were 57,266 visits and 80% of these were from the general public.
- A small number of students with disability use the site to complete a Certificate 1 course. Generally, from Dianella Secondary College & Duncraig Secondary Education Support Centres and surrounding areas.
- If City of Wanneroo was not interested, another not-for-profit or community organisation would be approached.
- 11 FTE (permanent and fixed-term). Includes one teacher. Permanent staff will be supported to gain alternative placements within the Department. All contracts will be honoured.
- Community organisations based at Landsdale Farm School are: Friends of Yellagonga Regional Park, Herb Society of WA, Landsdale Family Support Association & Wildflower Society of WA. Haystack Café has a written agreement with the Department. The intention would be for these organisations to remain at Landsdale Farm School under the new agreement.
From 2019:

**CHANGE TO PROGRAM DELIVERY AT CANNING COLLEGE**

- Canning College will become a school dedicated to delivering programs to overseas fee-paying students only.
- Local compulsory and post-compulsory-aged students will no longer enrol at the college.
- Consultation with students, parents, staff, the College Board and community will occur throughout 2018.
- It is unclear which positions will be affected by the change. Permanent staff may be affected by the reduction in program delivery. All permanent staff will be redeployed, all fixed-term contracts will be honoured.
- Local students enrolled in courses that are due to conclude in 2018 may continue. Local students commencing courses in 2018 that are longer than one year will be redirected to alternative options.
- The Clontarf Foundation lease will continue.
REDUCE FUNDING TO AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION PROVISIONS TRUST – AGRICULTURAL COLLEGES – HARVEY, NARROGIN, MORAWA, CUNDERDIN, DENMARK

- From 2019, the Department of Education will take an annual 20% dividend from the funds remitted by the five WA Colleges of Agriculture and Esperance Farm School to the Trust.
- This will amount to around $200,000 per year, but could be more or less in a given year depending on the amount remitted.
- Early notification ensures the Trust can plan for future needs of the farm enterprises for future years.

CEASE THE AGRICULTURE AWARENESS PROGRAM FUNDING – KIARA COLLEGE & KELMSCOTT SHS

- Funding for the Agriculture Awareness Program will cease from 2019.
- The program has enabled primary school students to visit Kiara College or Kelmscott SHS to gain an awareness of where food and fibre comes from.
- This has no impact on the agricultural programs at either school.
- 1 FTE is allocated to each school for the awareness program. Staff will be redeployed at the school.

INCREASE IN BOARDING FEES FOR AGRICULTURAL COLLEGES

- The decision has been made to gradually increase the fees charged for residential services at the five agricultural colleges to achieve parity with the nine residential colleges from 2019.
- This is an acknowledgement that the costs to provide the service are very similar when comparable enrolments are achieved at both types of colleges.

CHANGE TO LOCAL ACCESS TARGETED INITIATIVE FUNDING

- From 2019, the Local Access Targeted Initiative will no longer be allocated to students who are within daily bus travel of a senior high school or are enrolled at SIDE (applied on a pro rata basis).
• A student studying full-time through SIDE will not attract any Local Access funding. Part-time study through SIDE will attract pro rata funding.
• Central Wheatbelt: Quairading District High School, Wongan Hills District High School, Beverley District High School, Mukinbudin District High School and Narembeen District High School will have a funding reduction from 2019.
• Roe: Ravensthorpe District High School and Lake Grace District High School will have a funding reduction from 2019.
• Moore: Dalwallinu District High School, Dongara District High School, Jurien Bay District High School, Kalbarri District High School, Morawa District High School and Mullewa District High School will have a funding reduction from 2019.
CHANGE TO LOCAL ACCESS TARGETED INITIATIVE FUNDING

- From 2019, the Local Access Targeted Initiative will no longer be allocated to students who are within daily bus travel of a senior high school or are enrolled at SIDE (applied on a pro rata basis).
- A student studying full-time through SIDE will not attract any Local Access funding. Part-time study through SIDE will attract pro rata funding.
- Kimberley: Fitzroy Valley District High School, La Grange Remote Community School and Wyndham District High School will have a reduction in funding from 2019.
- Pilbara: Marble Bar Primary School and Roebourne District High School will have a reduction in funding from 2019.
• From 2019, the Local Access Targeted Initiative will no longer be allocated to students who are within daily bus travel of a senior high school or are enrolled at SIDE (applied on a pro rata basis).
• A student studying full-time through SIDE will not attract any Local Access funding. Part-time study through SIDE will attract pro rata funding.
• Kalgoorlie: Leinster Community School, Menzies Community School, Norseman District High School will have a reduction in funding from 2019.
• North West Central – Exmouth District High School, Meekatharra District High School, Mount Magnet District High School, Onslow Primary School, Pia Wadjari Remote Community School and Shark Bay School will have a reduction in funding from 2019.
REDUCE FUNDING TO AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION PROVISIONS TRUST - AGRICULTURAL COLLEGES - DENMARK

- From 2019, the Department of Education will take an annual 20% dividend from the funds remitted by the five WA Colleges of Agriculture and Esperance Farm School to the Trust.
- This will amount to around $200,000 per year, but could be more or less in a given year depending on the amount remitted.
- Early notification ensures the Trust can plan for future needs of the farm enterprises for future years.
50% funding reduction for Specially Organised Classes (Gifted and Talented) (SPORG). Kalamunda SHS currently receives additional funding to provide out-of-hours classes using experts from the relevant field of artistic endeavour for selected students. Funding is allocated on the basis of numbers of identified students in the host school/program. Kalamunda SHS is among 5 other schools whose funding will be reduced from 2019.

CHAIR, RREAC
INCREASE IN BOARDING FEES FOR AGRICULTURAL COLLEGES

- The decision has been made to gradually increase the fees charged for residential services at the five agricultural colleges to achieve parity with the nine residential colleges from 2019.
- This is an acknowledgement that the costs to provide the service are very similar when comparable enrolments are achieved at both types of colleges.

CHANGE TO LOCAL ACCESS TARGETED INITIATIVE FUNDING

- From 2019, the Local Access Targeted Initiative will no longer be allocated to students who are within daily bus travel of a senior high school or are enrolled at SIDE (applied on a pro rata basis).
- A student studying full-time through SIDE will not attract any Local Access funding. Part-time study through SIDE will attract pro rata funding.
- This change affects schools in Central Wheatbelt, Kalgoorlie, Kimberley, Moore, North West Central, Pilbara and Roe.
LANDSDALE FARM SCHOOL AND IMPACT ON DIANELLA SECONDARY COLLEGE
EDUCATION SUPPORT CENTRE

- The decision has been made to close Landsdale Farm School from 2019, with the intention of finding an alternate provider for this community resource.
- The Department of Education is proposing to gift the facility to the City of Wanneroo, in the first instance. This means it can remain as a community resource; and access for the secondary education support students for whom this facility was originally established will be part of the arrangement.
- Department of Education figures show that the majority of visitors to Landsdale Farm School are from the general public. In 2016, there were 57,266 visits and 80% of these were from the general public.
- A small number of students with disability use the site to complete a Certificate 1 course. Generally, from Dianella Secondary College & Duncraig Secondary Education Support Centres and surrounding areas.
- If City of Wanneroo was not interested, another not-for-profit or community organisation would be approached.
- 11 FTE (permanent and fixed-term). Includes one teacher. Permanent staff will be supported to gain alternative placements within the Department. All contracts will be honoured.
- Community organisations based at Landsdale Farm School are: Friends of Yellagonga Regional Park, Herb Society of WA, Landsdale Family Support Association & Wildflower Society of WA. Haystack Café has a written agreement with the Department. The intention would be for these organisations to remain at Landsdale Farm School under the new agreement.
WEST SWAN

LANDSDALE FARM SCHOOL AND IMPACT ON EASTERN HILLS SHS AND ELLENBROOK SECONDARY COLLEGE

- The decision has been made to close Landsdale Farm School from 2019, with the intention of finding an alternate provider for this community resource.
- The Department of Education is proposing to gift the facility to the City of Wanneroo, in the first instance. This means it can remain as a community resource; and access for the secondary education support students for whom this facility was originally established will be part of the arrangement.
- Department of Education figures show that the majority of visitors to Landsdale Farm School are from the general public. In 2016, there were 57,266 visits and 80% of these were from the general public.
- A small number of students with disability use the site to complete a Certificate 1 course. Generally, from Dianella Secondary College & Duncraig Secondary Education Support Centres and surrounding areas including Eastern Hills SHS and Ellenbrook Secondary College.
- If City of Wanneroo was not interested, another not-for-profit or community organisation would be approached.
- 11 FTE (permanent and fixed-term). Includes one teacher. Permanent staff will be supported to gain alternative placements within the Department. All contracts will be honoured.
- Community organisations based at Landsdale Farm School are: Friends of Yellagonga Regional Park, Herb Society of WA, Landsdale Family Support Association & Wildflower Society of WA. Haystack Café has a written agreement with the Department. The intention would be for these organisations to remain at Landsdale Farm School under the new agreement.
50% funding reduction for Specially Organised Classes (Gifted and Talented) (SPORG). Hampton SHS currently receives additional funding to provide out-of-hours classes using experts from the relevant field of artistic endeavour for selected students. Funding is allocated on the basis of numbers of identified students in the host school/program. Hampton SHS is among 5 other schools whose funding will be reduced.

Hampton SHS will receive equity adjustment funding in 2018. It's estimated funding increase will be $51,930, based on projected enrolments of 828.

KIARA COLLEGE

- Funding for the Agriculture Awareness Program will cease from 2019.
- The program has enabled primary school students to visit Kiara College or Kelmscott SHS to gain an awareness of where food and fibre comes from.
- This has no impact on the agricultural programs at either Kiara College or Kelmscott SHS.
- 1 FTE is allocated to each school. Staff will be redeployed at the school.

LANDSDALE FARM SCHOOL AND IMPACT ON CYRIL JACKSON SENIOR CAMPUS EDUCATION SUPPORT CENTRE

- The decision has been made to close Landsdale Farm School from 2019, with the intention of finding an alternate provider for this community resource.
- The Department of Education is proposing to gift the facility to the City of Wanneroo, in the first instance. This means it can remain as a community resource, and access for the secondary education support students for whom this facility was originally established will be part of the arrangement.
- Department of Education figures show that the majority of visitors to Landsdale Farm School are from the general public. In 2016, there were 57,266 visits and 80% of these were from the general public.
- A small number of students with disability use the site to complete a Certificate 1 course. Generally, from Dianella Secondary College & Duncraig Secondary Education Support Centres and surrounding areas including Cyril Jackson Senior Campus Education Support Centre.
- If City of Wanneroo was not interested, another not-for-profit or community organisation would be approached.
- 11 FTE (permanent and fixed-term). Includes one teacher. Permanent staff will be supported to gain alternative placements within the Department. All contracts will be honoured.
- Community organisations based at Landsdale Farm School are: Friends of Yellagonga Regional Park, Herb Society of WA, Landsdale Family Support Association & Wildflower Society of WA. Haystack Café has a written agreement with the Department. The intention would be for these organisations to remain at Landsdale Farm School under the new agreement.
BUTLER

LANDSDALE FARM SCHOOL AND IMPACT ON BUTLER COLLEGE

- The decision has been made to close Landsdale Farm School from 2019, with the intention of finding an alternate provider for this community resource.
- The Department of Education is proposing to gift the facility to the City of Wanneroo, in the first instance. This means it can remain as a community resource and access for the secondary education support students for whom this facility was originally established will be part of the arrangement.
- Department of Education figures show that the majority of visitors to Landsdale Farm School are from the general public. In 2016, there were 57,266 visits and 80% of these were from the general public.
- A small number of students with disability use the site to complete a Certificate 1 course. Generally, from Dianella Secondary College & Duncraig Secondary Education Support Centres and surrounding areas including Cyril Jackson Senior Campus Education Support Centre.
- If City of Wanneroo was not interested, another not-for-profit or community organisation would be approached.
- 11 FTE (permanent and fixed-term). Includes one teacher. Permanent staff will be supported to gain alternative placements within the Department. All contracts will be honoured.
- Community organisations based at Landsdale Farm School are: Friends of Yellagonga Regional Park, Herb Society of WA, Landsdale Family Support Association & Wildflower Society of WA. Haystack Café has a written agreement with the Department. The intention would be for these organisations to remain at Landsdale Farm School under the new agreement.
WANNEROO

LANDSDALE FARM SCHOOL AND IMPACT ON WANNEROO SECONDARY COLLEGE

- The decision has been made to close Landsdale Farm School from 2019, with the intention of finding an alternate provider for this community resource.
- The Department of Education is proposing to gift the facility to the City of Wanneroo in the first instance. This means it can remain as a community resource, and access for the secondary education support students for whom this facility was originally established will be part of the arrangement.
- Department of Education figures show that the majority of visitors to Landsdale Farm School are from the general public. In 2016, there were 57,266 visits and 80% of these were from the general public.
- A small number of students with disability use the site to complete a Certificate 1 course. Generally, from Dianella Secondary College & Duncraig Secondary Education Support Centres and surrounding areas including Wanneroo Secondary College.
- If City of Wanneroo was not interested, another not-for-profit or community organisation would be approached.
- 11 FTE (permanent and fixed-term). Includes one teacher. Permanent staff will be supported to gain alternative placements within the Department. All contracts will be honoured.
- Community organisations based at Landsdale Farm School are: Friends of Yellagonga Regional Park, Herb Society of WA, Landsdale Family Support Association & Wildflower Society of WA. Haystack Café has a written agreement with the Department. The intention would be for these organisations to remain at Landsdale Farm School under the new agreement.

- Funding for the Agriculture Awareness Program will cease from 2019. The program has enabled primary school students to visit Kiara College or Kelmscott SHS to gain an awareness of where food and fibre comes from. This has no impact on the agricultural programs at either Kiara College or Kelmscott SHS. 1 FTE is allocated to each school. Staff will be redeployed at the school.
- We acknowledge that Kelmscott SHS was one of 26 schools that were impacted by the initial equity adjustment in the Student Centred Funding Model in the 2017-2018 State Budget.
- 50% funding reduction for Specially Organised Classes (Gifted and Talented) (SPORG). John Curtin College of the Arts currently receives additional funding to provide out-of-hours classes using experts from the relevant field of artistic endeavour for selected students. Funding is allocated on the basis of numbers of identified students in the host school/program. John Curtin College of the Arts is among 5 other schools whose funding will be reduced.
- In addition, there will be a 20% reduction in funding for the Curtin Theatre.
- We acknowledge that John Curtin College of the Arts was one of 26 schools that were impacted by the initial equity adjustment in the Student Centred Funding Model in the 2017-2018 State Budget.

- We acknowledge that Mount Lawley SHS was one of 26 schools that were impacted by the initial equity adjustment in the Student Centred Funding Model in the 2017-2018 State Budget.

- We acknowledge that Melville SHS was one of 26 schools that were impacted by the initial equity adjustment in the Student Centred Funding Model in the 2017-2018 State Budget.
We acknowledge that Comet Bay College was one of 26 schools that were impacted by the initial equity adjustment in the Student Centred Funding Model in the 2017-2018 State Budget.

MURRAY-WELLINGTON

REDUCE FUNDING TO AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION PROVISIONS TRUST – AGRICULTURAL COLLEGES – HARVEY

- From 2019, the Department of Education will take an annual 20% dividend from the funds remitted by the five WA Colleges of Agriculture and Esperance Farm School to the Trust.
- This will amount to around $200,000 per year, but could be more or less in a given year depending on the amount remitted.
- Early notification ensures the Trust can plan for future needs of the farm enterprises for future years.
- Harvey is one of five Colleges of Agriculture.

THORNLE

YULE BROOK SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL

- Yule Brook Senior High School historically received an additional grant to assist with the particular challenges they faced by small secondary schools in the metropolitan area with challenging student profiles and circumstances.
- In 2017 the McGowan government introduced the equity allocation to address the needs of these schools.
This means that all schools in these circumstances are treated equally. As a result of the introduction of the equity allocation, from 2019 Yule Brook will no longer require the additional base funding.

BELMONT

- A greater focus on the delivery of deaf education.
- To enable all eligible students to be taught in their first language by qualified teaching staff with skills and expertise in Auslan a decision was taken in 2017 to concentrate the services for deaf students at Shenton College Deaf Education Centre.
- As a consequence of this change, and given Belmont is unable to provide critical services and programs (Auslan as an ATAR subject to Year 12), the program currently conducted at Belmont City College will conclude at the end of 2019.
- All eligible deaf students will be able to enrol at Shenton College Deaf Education Centre, which will provide greater equity for students.
Close Curtin College at the end of Term 4 2016 and repurpose the facility. Students intending to commence in courses in 2016 that are longer than one year in duration will be redirected to alternative options in order to have a continuous two year education program.

Some of these students may elect to enrol in a one year course at Tuart College.

50% funding reduction ($50.575) for Specialised Organised Classes at John Curtin College of the Arts. No funding in 2020.

20% reduction in funding for the Curtin Theatre ($57,000 in 2016-19).

50% funding reduction ($50.015) in 2019 for Specialised Organised Classes at Hampton SHS. No funding in 2020.

Close the Agricultural Awareness Program at Kala College in 2019.


Close the Agricultural Awareness Program at Kearscoot SHS in 2019.
- 50% funding reduction ($26,179) in 2019 in funding for Specialised Organised Classes at Balcatta SHS. No funding in 2020.

- Close Landsdale Farm School in 2019.

- From 2019, focus Canning College exclusively on international fee-paying students completing senior secondary programs or their equivalent. Local students enrolled in courses that are due to conclude in 2018 may continue. Local students intending to commence in courses in 2018 that are longer than one year in duration will be redirected to alternative options.